Introduction
Cinema in the New State

In 1937, António Ferro, director of the Portuguese Secretariat of National
Propaganda (Secretariado da Propaganda Nacional), organized a semi-private
screening of the film The May Revolution (A Revolução da Maio, António Lopes
Ribeiro) for António de Oliveira Salazar, the country’s prime minister and de
facto leader. The movie, which was about to premiere in national theaters, was
produced to celebrate the Revolution of 28 May 1926 that put an end to the
Portuguese First Republic (1910–26) and paved the way to the institutionalization of the New State’s (Estado Novo; 1933–74) authoritarian regime.1 It
remains to this day the only Portuguese fiction film that openly conveys political
propaganda. Curious about Salazar’s reaction, the next day Ferro enquired
about his opinion of the film and Salazar replied: “I liked that film a lot. I liked
it too much, perhaps, because I could not sleep afterwards. This morning I could
not work like I normally do. […] I ask you, therefore, not to push me into this
type of distractions any more.”2
This episode, narrated by Ferro, then in Berne, to the French journalist
Christine Garnier, is in itself proto-cinematographic and touches upon key
questions for the understanding of the films produced during the first decades
of the New State.3 Ferro, stereotyped as the herald of the Portuguese artistic
vanguard, displayed before the head of the government the most recent
cinematographic production of the regime. Salazar, playing the public persona
that he himself created, marked by conservatism and by a withdrawal from
mundane pleasures, reacted with a mixture of fascination and sleeplessness
to the modernity represented by the film and decided to abstain from future
screenings. But is the film an avant-garde work worthy of Ferro’s innovative
plans? Or, despite certain Eisensteinian overtones in the montage, is it merely
a movie shored up by conventional technique and narrative? Moreover, was it
really cinema, as a relatively new medium of expression, that troubled Salazar,
or rather the plot of the movie, which chronicles the preparation of a communist
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coup d’état in Portugal? Isn’t Salazar’s comment, rather than being a provincial
reaction to cinema, evidence of a clear vision of the threats to the security of
the New State, a vision that led him to fund other works of propaganda? Finally,
by admitting to being impressed by what he saw, was Salazar not recognizing,
albeit in a negative way, the power of film and the need to put it at the service
of the regime?
The production of a film like The May Revolution became possible with the
creation of the Secretariat of National Propaganda (SPN) in 1933, which in 1944
would turn into the National Secretariat of Information, Popular Culture, and
Tourism (Secretariado Nacional da Informação, Cultura Popular e Turismo;
SNI).4 The objective of the SPN/SNI, led by António Ferro from its inception
until 1949,5 was to foster Portuguese and international support for the political
project of the New State. Salazar recognized that, in politics, “[…] the only
thing that exists is what the public knows exists,”6 and he saw the Secretariat
as an instrument for the political education of citizens, so that they learned the
foundational tenets of his government—distilled in the trilogy “God, Nation,
Family”—and then regulated their concrete existence in accordance with this
dogma.7
As in Fascist Italy or in Nazi Germany, cinema was a fundamental part
of Salazar’s propagandistic efforts.8 In 1935, António Ferro inaugurated the
Traveling Cinema (Cinema Ambulante), which showed propaganda films all
over the country. With regard to production, the SPN/SNI was responsible above
all for documentaries that addressed topics as varied as the completion of public
works, political events, military parades, sporting events, and festivals.9 Some
documentaries were medium- or feature-length, such as The Exhibition of the
Portuguese World (A Exposição do Mundo Portugês, 1941) and The Inauguration
of the National Stadium (Inauguração do Estádio Nacional, 1944), both directed
by António Lopes Ribeiro, but the majority were short films. Many of these
were part of the newsreel Portuguese Journal (Jornal Português), with 95 editions
produced between 1938 and 1951 and substituted in 1953 by Images of Portugal
(Imagens de Portugal).10 The regime’s propaganda services were also responsible
for a few feature-length fiction films, including The May Revolution, and funded
countless other cinematic works produced by private companies.
The attention that the SPN/SNI paid to cinema is usually attributed to the
work of António Ferro, an intellectual and former member of the modernist
literary group Orpheu. Ferro was a film enthusiast and wrote several essays
on cinema.11 Inspired by French writer Paul Valéry, he designed the so-called
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“politics of the spirit” that placed art at the service of New State propaganda in
order to generate enthusiasm for the regime among the Portuguese. Cinema,
“which exerts such a considerable influence in the renewal of the soul of a
nation and in the projection of its character,”12 was one of the areas covered
under his politics of the spirit.13 In a 1947 speech, Ferro described the important
mandate attributed to cinema in the context of national propaganda:
In fact, Portuguese cinema has, among others, two great and noble missions: a
significant educational mission within the Country (both in the aesthetic and
the moral sense) and a difficult foreign mission of bringing to other nations the
knowledge of our life, our character and the heights of our civilization.14

Unlike Ferro, Salazar was not a cinephile, and he considered cinema to be
terribly expensive, as he confessed to Lopes Ribeiro. However, he acknowledged
the potential of film as a means to disseminate the ideology of the New State and
to bring the regime’s values closer to the largely illiterate Portuguese population.
Lopes Ribeiro himself testified to Salazar’s interest in cinema. He reported that
the statesman watched every Portuguese movie and visited several studios,
in addition to adopting measures to promote the creation of a domestic film
industry such as tax exemptions for cinema professionals.15 Be it out of aesthetic
inclination, as in the case of Ferro, or out of pragmatic considerations, as with
Salazar, the New State regarded cinema as a priority, and its leaders undertook
multiple efforts to stimulate, direct, and control movie production in Portugal.
In terms of legislation, the military dictatorship that followed the 1926 coup
and, later, the New State took several measures both to protect and to stimulate
the domestic film industry. In 1927, shortly after the end of the First Republic,
Decree No. 13 564, better known as the “Law of the 100 Meters,” was issued.
This piece of legislation made it mandatory to show a Portuguese film of at least
100 meters, which had to change every week, during all cinematographic events,
and additionally exempted from taxes all new films printed in Portugal. The
immediate consequence of this law was a substantial increase in the production
of short films that were shown before feature-length movies. However, given
that these works were solely designed to meet the 100 meters requirement
stipulated by the law, the films were acquired at an extremely low price and,
therefore, quality suffered considerably.16 In 1933, Ordinance No. 22 966 made
it mandatory for Portuguese distributors to acquire sound films produced in
domestic studios. The government established annually the amount of footage
to be purchased. The same Ordinance also exempted from taxes the recently
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created Tobis Portuguesa, a company funded by the state with the aim of developing sound cinema in Portugal.17 Though the latter measure contributed to the
establishment of Tobis as the main film company in the country, the former was
never implemented.
The New State’s legislation on cinema culminated in Law 2 027 of 18
February 1948—otherwise known as the Protection of National Cinema Law—
that, along with other provisions, created a SNI-administered Cinema Fund.
The goal of the Fund according to its Article 1 was to “[…] protect, coordinate
and stimulate the production of domestic cinema […] keeping in mind its
social and educational function, as well as its artistic and cultural aspects.”18 It is
significant that the social and educational function of film or, in other words, its
instrumentalization as a vehicle for propaganda, is mentioned before its artistic
aspects.19 In his presentation of the Law, António Ferro did not hide the SNI’s
bias when it came to distributing the Fund’s future subsidies, emphasizing that
the works funded would be those that followed the parameters established by
the institution: “Naturally, this criterion will lead us to protect in principle and
as a matter of principle, certain producers and filmmakers who adapt better to
our own criterion.”20 The decisive criterion to which Ferro alludes here is the
subject-matter of each production. He established a categorization of the various
films produced in the country and defined from the outset which works were
more likely to be subsidized, namely, historical films, documentaries, and, to a
lesser degree, films of a poetic nature and films about daily life.21 Commercial
films, especially the comedies that explore “the backwardness, the crassness
that remains in the life of our streets,” would not be funded.22 Aesthetic and
ideological concerns intertwine in the criteria mentioned by Ferro. While the
SNI sought to fight “bad taste,” artificiality, vulgarity, and “easy answers,” it was
also concerned with creating a “healthy” cinema,23 in other words, a cinema that
was both artistically accomplished and politically aligned with the worldview of
the New State. Thus, it is not surprising that preference was given to historical
films permeated by nationalism that praised famous figures from the past, and
to documentaries frequently made with clear propagandistic intentions.
In retrospect, it becomes clear that the Protection of National Cinema Law
did not produce the expected results. Ferro himself predicted this situation in
a 1949 speech in which he announced that he was resigning from his position
at the SNI and referred to the bureaucratic delays in the implementation of
the Law.24 In fact, the number of Portuguese films that premiered annually
decreased during the second half of the 1940s, prolonging the death throes of
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domestic production until 1955—Portuguese cinema’s annus horribilis, when
not a single feature-length film was released.25
In a text published shortly after the implementation of the Law in 1951,
Manuel de Azevedo presciently described the reasons that would lead to the
failure of the Fund. He criticized corruption in the allocation of film subsidies,
which were often awarded to directors who had given little proof of their talent,
and pointed out that independent producers were unable to afford the high
production costs prevalent in the country (access to studios, laboratories, etc.)
when they lacked government financing.26 Citing from an article he published
in Mundo Literário, Azevedo concluded that “cinematographic production was
split in two; a part will resort to the fund and will be guided and supervised by
the SNI; and another part [will remain] defenseless and without opportunities,
independent but condemned.”27 While independent cinema was gradually
asphyxiated due to exorbitant production costs, the SNI-financed films became
more and more formulaic, repeating clichés and following conventions so as to
receive state support.
Beyond the legal provisions for cinema that, despite their scarce practical
results, stood as evidence of the government’s efforts to promote the film
industry, the New State also created film awards. These were similar to the
literary prizes awarded by the SPN after 1934 and rewarded the most distinguished works, actors, and technicians in any given year. Distributed by the SNI
from 1944 onwards and continued by the SEIT until the early 1970s, the film
awards—divided into the categories of best picture, best actor, best actress, best
photography, best adaptation, the Paz dos Reis prize for best documentary, and
honorable mentions in each category—were a way simultaneously to stimulate
film production and to steer Portuguese cinema to topics consistent with the
regime’s values.28 Ferro’s statement from 1935 about literary prizes would later
also apply to the cinema awards:
The broadly constructive intentions of our awards are, then, easily understandable. To avoid having them be classified as a puzzling matter, the
competitors should just remember that the S.P.N. is an agency of the Council
Presidency and that the Council President is Salazar. Whoever does not agree
with these principles—and with any action that derives from them—only has
one path to follow: not compete for our awards.29

The literary prizes, like the film awards later on, promoted the political, social,
and even moral order established by Salazar, meaning that works that went
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against the principles of the New State were automatically rejected. This is
why, until the 1950s, awards were predominantly given to historical films such
as Camões (Leitão de Barros, 1946), Friar Luís de Sousa (Frei Luís de Sousa,
António Lopes Ribeiro, 1950), and Chaimite (Jorge Brum do Canto, 1953) that
were directed by the three filmmakers who worked most closely with the regime
and that followed Ferro’s plan to promote this film genre.30 It is also the reason
why Jorge Brum do Canto, whose work promoted the values of the regime, was
the filmmaker who received the most awards, and fado singer Amália Rodrigues
was the only person to receive three best actress awards—a response to the
national and international popularity of fado, which the propaganda machine
exploited to support Salazarism.
We have established the New State’s undeniable interest in developing
Portuguese cinema. This intent was translated into the direct production of
films, particularly documentaries, by the propaganda services of the regime;
into financial incentives, subsidies and prizes; and into attempts to make the
distribution and exhibition of domestic productions mandatory by defining
quotas. It behooves us now to consider the status of the films produced during
the New State. If The May Revolution and the SPN/SNI documentaries were
clearly propaganda works, what was the relationship between the state and the
other fictional films released during the first decades of Salazarism? Given the
government’s intervention in the film industry, would not all cinema from this
period be, in one form or another, a means to disseminate propaganda?
To answer these questions, we will have to formulate, albeit briefly, our
understanding of the term propaganda. Without entering into a detailed
discussion of the vast research on the subject,31 for the purposes of this study
we subscribe to the definition proposed by Garth Jowett and Victoria O’Donnell
and grounded in a communicative model: “Propaganda is the deliberate,
systematic attempt to shape perceptions, manipulate cognitions, and direct
behavior to achieve a response that furthers the desired intent of the propagandist.”32 Here, propaganda is understood as a specific form of persuasion that
may include elements as innocuous as some of the rules of classical rhetoric,
but also the appeal to emotion and the subconscious, as well as the use of information—be it truthful, misleading or even false—in an attempt to influence
the opinions and actions of certain individuals or groups. This definition
derives from the first use of the word in the sense that we attribute to it today.
The precursor of the modern meaning of propaganda emerged in 1622, in a
Papal Bull by Pope Gregory XV, wherein he created the Sacra Congregatio de
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Propaganda Fide (The Sacred Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith).
Charged with the Church’s missionary activities, the Congregatio was conceived
as an instrument to combat the spread of Protestantism both in Europe and
in the colonies.33 Although Jowett and O’Donnell’s definition of propaganda
encompasses activities such as advertisement or public relations, in our analysis
of cinema during the New State we will focus on political propaganda conveyed
by the state or by governmental organizations. In the case of Salazarism, these
include, first and foremost, the SPN/SNI, but also the military, the various state
ministries, the General Agency of the Colonies (Agência Geral das Colónias),
and youth associations such as the Portuguese Youth (Mocidade Portuguesa).
We now find ourselves in a position to revisit the aforementioned questions
and reformulate them in a more precise manner. Was cinematic production
from the 1930s to the 1950s, as a whole, used as a means of persuading the
public to adhere to the principles of Salazarism, to recognize the advantages
of the regime, and to mold behavior in accordance with the values of the New
State?
Historians and film critics unanimously agree that the ideological manipulation of film in Portugal was not comparable to the instrumentalization
of cinema that took place under the yoke of the powerful propaganda
machines of Fascist Italy and Nazi Germany. For Jorge Leitão Ramos, even
Spanish cinema under Franco had a more obvious propagandistic slant than
Portuguese productions.34 João Bénard da Costa goes even further, declaring
that one cannot interpret the most remarkable films of the New State as mere
vehicles for the official ideology: “We don’t find in Salazar’s regime […] a
monolithic cultural policy that would allow us to see the art from this era
as the reflection of a propaganda apparatus. […].”35 Indeed, the production
of feature-length, fictional propaganda films during the New State resulted
in only two works: The May Revolution and Spell of the Empire (Feitiço do
Império, 1940), a film also directed by Lopes Ribeiro and produced by the
General Agency of the Colonies that praised the Portuguese colonization of
Africa. Despite promotional efforts, the presence of renowned politicians at
the premieres, and positive reviews by the majority of critics, both films had
little success at the box office, an outcome which probably discouraged the
regime from investing in this type of cinema. The remaining fictional, feature
films from this period were produced by private companies without direct
interference from the state and therefore were not, strictly speaking, works of
propaganda.
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Nevertheless, the fact that propaganda was limited to only a few fictional
feature-length films does not mean that New State filmography was completely
independent from political power. On the one hand, the specificity of cinematic
production, which requires a large investment of capital, meant that private
filmmakers and producers were often forced to resort to state subsidies. They
depended on grants such as those offered by the National Cinema Fund and
therefore had to follow the directives announced by the authorities. On the
other hand, the easy access of a large segment of the public, including those
who were illiterate, to Portuguese cinema meant that the films produced and
screened in the country were subject to strong censorship.
The definition of the criteria for film exhibition preceded the military coup
of 1926 and, even after that date, the first legislation to this effect was predominantly concerned with moral issues. Yet, Decree No. 13 564 of 1927, which
established the General Inspection of Entertainment (Inspecção-Geral dos
Espectáculos), banned not only films that went against the moral order, but also
those that put into question the “political and social regime.”36 The exercise of
censorship was carried out after the premieres, subjecting theaters to hefty fines
when they screened films that violated the norms defined in the Decree.37 The
political implications of censorship became clearer in 1929, when the General
Inspection of Entertainment, until then under the jurisdiction of the Ministry
of Public Education, moved to the Department of the Interior as a consequence
of the recognition of the “social and political importance” of its activities.38 In
1944 the services of the General Inspection of Entertainment were integrated
with the recently created SNI, and in 1945, during the regime’s post-war consolidation, a Censorship Committee was created, upon which the permission to
screen any film on Portuguese territory depended.39
The state did not establish objective criteria for censorship, but criticism
of public figures, government policies, or the Portuguese Empire, as well as
allusions to poverty or leftist ideology were certainly grounds for cutting scenes
from a film or for banning it altogether. Works that challenged the parochial
Salazarist morality and films that explicitly showed sexuality were also often
targeted by censorship. Beyond the countless foreign films that were prohibited
or mutilated,40 many domestic productions were censored. One of the most
notorious examples is Manuel de Guimarães’s Lives Adrift (Vidas sem Rumo,
1956), a film that was so disfigured by censorship that it could not be screened.41
Constrained by censorship’s omnipresent gaze and by financial contingencies
that led to the self-censorship of producers and filmmakers, whose work
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often depended on subsidies granted by governmental institutions, New State
filmography ended up conforming to the regime’s values, or, at the very least,
not disputing Salazarism’s foundational principles. Historian Luís Reis Torgal
describes this situation in terms of the film industry’s adoption of an “indirect or
contextual ideology—in regards to subject-matter […], atmosphere […], social
morality […].”42 Jorge Leitão Ramos advocates an even more radical position
when he describes the mark that Salazar left on all domestic sound films:
“Because of what he did, because of what he ordered to be done, and because
of what he did not allow to be done, all sound cinema in Portugal until long
after 1974 was influenced by Salazarism.”43 However, Ramos is careful to point
out that “even films that best convey the ideals of the regime (given that those
seeking to combat it are almost non-existent) do not do so […] in an inflamatory and direct way […].”44 In other words, returning to the question raised
above, we do not have, with regard to feature-length fiction films, an industry
with a blatantly propagandistic slant, but rather films that fit into the worldview
of the New State and that reproduce Salazarist principles through their settings,
choice of characters, and even the narrative plot.
In this book we discuss a selection of films produced between the 1930s
and the 1950s with the aim of examining the reciprocal relationship between
cinematographic language and the rhetorical and discursive construction of
the ideology of the Portuguese New State. Leaving aside purely documentary
production, less complex due to its more obvious instrumentalization for
propaganda purposes, we focus on fictional feature-length films. Our study
concentrates on the confluence between the image of the country represented
in these works and the portrait of Salazar’s government elaborated by the
ideologues of the regime. In other words, the films are not considered as mere
sociological documents that reveal the way of life of this period or as an illustration of specific government policies or practices—although both of these
approaches are possible and, in some cases, justified—but instead as representations of a fantasized country. New State cinema offers us not so much an image
of what Portugal was but of what it should have been, a paradigm conveyed to
the population through artworks, so that the Portuguese progressively sought to
conform to this ideal. Accordingly, the purpose of the book is not to undertake
a history of cinema and describe the development of film during the first three
decades of the New State. Such a project has been, moreover, already carried out
by Alves Costa, Luís de Pina, José de Matos-Cruz, and João Bénard da Costa,
among others. Rather, we have adopted a thematic approach to the film industry
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that allowed us to identify the guidelines of Salazarism as they were portrayed
in cinema.
In a study that juxtaposes two distinct types of discourse, namely the
political–ideological and the artistic–cinematographic, the question of whether
or not the influence of the former on the latter is unilateral necessarily arises.
In other words, are we not adopting an excessively mechanistic conception of
cinema as a mere reflection of the New State’s worldview? Or, better yet, are we
not espousing a modified version of the oft-criticized Marxist model for understanding art, substituting here the economic base with political ideology, which
ineluctably determines the superstructure—in this case, cinema?
If the relationship between artworks and the socio-ideological context
wherein they originate is, in general, the subject of much controversy, the matter
is even more complex in societies where a concerted effort is undertaken to
determine the content of art. With regard to film, Siegfried Kracauer is situated
at one of the extremes of this debate since he considers that “all Nazi films were
more or less propaganda films—even the simple entertainment films which
seem to be remote from politics.”45 For Kracauer, seemingly apolitical cinema
was used as a vehicle to disseminate Nazi propaganda and, for this reason,
any film from the period can only be understood when analyzed through the
perspective of Hitlerism. Viewed in this light, films become, simultaneously,
historical documents and case studies that illustrate the characteristics of
German totalitarianism.46 On the opposite end of the interpretive spectrum we
find an emphasis on the aesthetic value of cinema, an application of the concept
of “art for art’s sake” to film analysis. In line with this position, films should
be primarily appreciated in and of themselves, with particular attention paid
to the language and the style with which the various actors in the process of
film creation operate, and not as a reflection of a given social environment or
ideological system.
In the chapters that follow, we will consider films from the first decades of
the New State from two distinct angles. First, as aesthetic objects that dialogue
with the cinematographic trends of their time and express the artistic vision
of the actors, filmmakers, and technicians who created them. Second, as the
products of an industry subject to the constraints of Salazar’s regime, which saw
cinema as a means for disseminating its principles, and thus established a set of
mechanisms that aimed to stimulate but also control film production. Cinema
from this period could be mapped along a continuum that extends from films
that are most openly propagandistic to those that deviate or even seem to
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contest—albeit covertly, due to the control of censorship—the hegemony of
the New State. This diversity discourages the adoption of a uniform pattern of
interpretation, suggesting instead the need for an interdisciplinary approach,
as well as a comparative perspective. An analysis of the filmography from this
period needs to consider not only the styles and plots of the different films but
also the similarities and differences between cinematographic language and the
intellectual and socio-political discourses from the time, thus allowing us to
highlight one interpretive element or another, depending on the work or the
subject under discussion.
As we explore Salazarist film, the key features of the New State, as well
as its tensions and contradictions, begin to emerge. Cinema does not simply
reproduce a set of values, but also brings to light the paradoxes of a government
in which multiple agents—from the Church to the Armed Forces, from old
Republicans to Integralists, etc.—are vying for their share of political influence.47
The films highlight the absence of a unified, timeless New State ideology and
reveal instead a bric-à-brac of doctrines and political practices amalgamated in
order to produce a unified whole. Cinema was one of the means used by the
regime to create an illusion of coherence and ideological harmony, but at the
same time it also exposed, often inadvertently, the inconsistencies inherent in
Salazarism.
Our interpretation of cinema during the New State oscillates between an
appraisal of these movies as vehicles for the dissemination of an ensemble of
ideas that we will call, for the sake of convenience, Salazarist “ideology”, and
a resistant reading of the filmography of this period. The latter presupposes
that films, beyond being both aesthetic objects and products of an industry—
with a commercial component and susceptible to greater or lesser political
control—also function as repositories of a society’s fictions, of its desires and
expectations, and of its (often unconscious) fears. In this sense, we endorse
Marc Ferro’s position, according to which cinema allows for a “counter-analysis
of society,” based not only on the explicit content of each film but principally
on what it hides, on its lapses or assumptions: “These lapses of a creator, of an
ideology, or a society constitute privileged significant signs that can characterize any level of film, as well as its relationship with society.”48 Despite the
fact that Ferro’s interest in cinema is limited to its use as a historical document,
his emphasis on lapses, on latent or avoided themes, can be transposed onto
our analysis. Moving beyond history, including the history of ideas, this study
highlights the mutual influences of cinema as art and industry, on the one hand,
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and New State ideology, on the other. In this context, psychoanalysis provides us
with a series of useful interpretative tools, which we complement with historical
and discourse analysis, as well as with a detailed examination of the cinematographic object in itself, in order to paint a comprehensive portrait of Portuguese
cinema as the staging of the New State regime.
The films discussed in this book include adaptations from novels and plays,
like Severa (A Severa; Leitão de Barros, 1931), based on a play by Júlio Dantas,
and Spell of the Empire (Feitiço do Império; António Lopes Ribeiro, 1940),
whose plot draws inspiration from a homonymous novel by Joaquim Pereira
Mota Júnior. We also analyze historical films, some of which were adapted from
nineteenth-century novels, while others focus on the life of important figures
in Portuguese culture or narrate decisive events in the country’s history, like
Camões (Leitão de Barros, 1946) and Chaimite (Jorge Brum do Canto, 1953).
In addition, we interpret dramas, including Wild Game (Gado Bravo; António
Lopes Ribeiro, 1934), Fátima, Land of Faith (Fátima, Terra de Fé; Jorge Brum
do Canto, 1943), Black Mantels (Capas Negras; Armando de Miranda, 1947),
or Ribatejo (Henrique Campos, 1949). Finally, we also look at fictionalized
documentaries such as Maria of the Sea (Maria do Mar, 1930) and Up and Away!
(Ala-Arriba! 1942), both directed by Leitão de Barros.
Although foreign cinema, in particular American cinema, always dominated
the Portuguese market,49 especially after the late 1940s when the crisis in
national production became more pronounced, and although overtly propagandistic films enjoyed, as we have already mentioned, little success with the public,
many of the films that we will analyze in the following pages were box office
hits. A noteworthy example is Severa, the first Portuguese sound film, which
ran for more than 6 months and was seen by an estimated 200,000 viewers.
This success was repeated with Black Mantels and Fado, the Story of a Songstress
(Fado, História de uma Cantadeira; Perdigão Queiroga, 1948), to mention only
examples of movies about fado.
The popularity of many of these films led to a flourishing of the film industry
in the first decades of the New State.50 The genre that contributed the most
towards this achievement was certainly the so-called Portuguese-style comedy
(comédia à portuguesa), which had a brilliant start with Song of Lisbon (A
Canção de Lisboa; Cottinelli Telmo, 1933). The comedy reached its climax, in
terms of production, in the first half of the 1940s, afterwards rapidly declining,
with The Great Elias (O Grande Elias; Arthur Duarte, 1950) as its swan song.
Comedies privileged the parochial experience of Lisbon’s petite bourgeoisie,
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which constituted the vast majority of Portuguese filmgoers. Employing actors
who were already famous in theater, like Beatriz Costa and Vasco Santana, the
movies centered on misunderstandings and mistaken or switched identities.
Their plots, which captured the urban bourgeoisie’s aspirations to wealth and
social ascent, progressively became fixed in increasingly schematic and repetitive patterns. At times compared to the White Telephone films in Mussolini’s
Italy, the Portuguese comedies were an escapist cinema, in which the conflicts,
in themselves superficial—unrequited love, a hoax laid bare, the impossibility
of obtaining tickets to see a soccer match—dissolved to the beat of popular
marches and were resolved by the marriage of the leading male and female
characters. Avoiding references to either the political situation51—the apogee
of this genre coincided with the Second World War—or the serious social
problems that affected the country during this period,52 the comedies forged
the image of a poor but happy Portugal and of a Lisbon organized like a village,
where a few meager trademarks of modernity (cabarets, automobiles, electricity,
etc.) peacefully coexisted with a traditional, patriarchal, and hierarchical social
structure.
In this book we do not undertake a detailed analysis of the Portuguese-style
comedy as a genre, but instead include commentaries about some of these
films in the various chapters. This decision is justified, on the one hand, by the
existence of several studies that examine different aspects of this group of movies,
such as Paulo Jorge Granja’s essay “Portuguese-style Comedy or the Black-andWhite Dream-Making Machine of the New State” (“A Comédia à Portuguesa ou
a Máquina de Sonhos a Preto e Blanco do Estado Novo”), in which the author
shows how the comedies conveyed the conservative values of the New State. On
the other hand, we opted for a thematic approach in the chapters that follow,
choosing to organize the films according to the topics that we deem central to
the filmography of the period, and incorporating, when relevant, an analysis of
some of the comedies in the various sections of this study.
Chapter 1, “Propaganda in New State: The May Revolution,” discusses the
different meanings of the concept of propaganda in the New State through a
detailed analysis of the regime’s propagandistic efforts as exemplified in António
Lopes Ribeiro’s film The May Revolution. For Salazar, propaganda was, above
all, meant to convey information and to disclose the truth. Conversely, António
Ferro believed that works of propaganda should present an ideal version of
reality, and that society should progressively seek to approximate this ideal. The
chapter ends with a commentary on how the figure of Salazar is presented in
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Lopes Ribeiro’s film, which uses documentary images in order to promote the
population’s identification with their leader.
Chapter 2, “Poets on the Silver Screen: Bocage, Camões and the Heroes
of the Regime,” examines two films directed by Leitão de Barros, Bocage and
Camões, which lend a cinematic voice to António Ferro’s wish to promote
historical cinema based on national literature. Both movies have poets as heroes
and suggest that the New State was the climax of a series of glorious accomplishments and illustrious personalities that reach their apogee with Salazar.
However, by presenting the protagonists’ amorous fickleness as the cause of
their misfortunes, these films may also be interpreted as an admonition to the
too sentimental and often frivolous Portuguese public. The movies condemn
the political inconsistency of the Portuguese and call for fidelity to Salazar’s
regime.
Chapter 3, “Rural Life in Cinema: In Defense of a Natural Society,” analyzes
the so-called “regional or folkloric films” that have rural Portugal as their
background. These movies depict an idealized version of rural life, where social
cohesion and solidarity enable the inhabitants of the countryside to overcome
the difficulties created by nature. In contrast to the rectitude and the purity of
rural life, the city emerges as an unhealthy environment, permeated by foreign
habits, and as the source of immorality. The New State implicitly presents itself
as a translation of the naturalness of rural life into political terms, and corporatism is shown to be the most natural way to organize society.
The centrality of Fátima for the Church during the New State is the topic
of Chapter 4, “The Miracle of Salazarism: Fátima, Land of Faith.” Brum do
Canto’s film focuses on the Faith/Reason dichotomy that has structured the
debate about the miracles of Fátima since the First Republic. It ends with the
film’s protagonist, a famous doctor and professor at the University of Coimbra,
concluding that religion is not incompatible with scientific reason. The doctor’s
conversion to Catholicism at the end of the movie prevents his fall into nihilism
and signifies his reintegration into the traditional society of the New State.
The film equates the miracle of this conversion with the political miracle of
Salazarism and thus inscribes the regime in a teleological, religious history of
Portugal.
Chapter 5, “Gender Stereotypes in New State Cinema,” addresses the image
of the woman in Salazarist film, focusing particularly on movies about fado
singers. The New State reduced women to their roles as wives and mothers since,
for Salazar, feminine independence and women working outside of the home
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endangered social stability. Films about female singers showed the reverse side
of the official image of the submissive woman, in that female artists transgressed
the norms imposed on the majority of Portuguese women. These singers paid
for their violation of the prevailing codes of behavior with ostracism, exile, and
even death at the end of the movies.
The last two chapters deal with the representation of the colonial empire
in New State cinema. Chapter 6, “The Empire as Fetish: Spell of the Empire,”
shows how the Portuguese African colonies may be read, from a psychoanalytical perspective, as a fetish, since their territorial extension and economic
relevance compensate for metropolitan Portugal’s geopolitical insignificance.
The protagonist of Spell of the Empire, a man of Portuguese descent who lives
in the United States, becomes fascinated by Portuguese Africa. He learns to
appreciate the country of his ancestors through its colonies, which are portrayed
as the material embodiment of the Portuguese impetus to conquer and civilize.
The book closes with Chapter 7, “The Spirit of Empire in Chaimite,” in
which we examine Salazar’s emphasis on the spirit as the bedrock of his
political project and the implementation of this spirituality in the African
colonial empire. Criticizing materialism, which brought the Western world to
its decline, Salazar highlights spiritual values as the cornerstone of the regime.
This spirituality is manifested overseas through the civilizing influence on and
Christianization of the colonial regions. In Chaimite, a film directed by Jorge
Brum do Canto, spiritual values confer upon the colonizers a moral superiority
that distinguishes them from their enemies. The Portuguese moral supremacy
helps them to win difficult battles and to defeat the African insurgents,
adherents to a reprehensible materialism that does not allow them to appreciate
the advantages of colonization.

Notes
1 In 1926 a military coup ended the Portuguese democratic First Republic (1910–26)
and inaugurated a period of military dictatorship (1926–33). The Portuguese
New State was the authoritarian regime that followed the military dictatorship.
António de Oliveira Salazar was the founder of the New State and he served as
prime minister of Portugal until 1968, when he was sidelined because of an illness
and replaced by Marcelo Caetano. Caetano governed until the end of the New
State with the 1974 Carnation Revolution, which paved the way to democracy. The
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influence of Salazar’s personal style of governing was so great in the New State that
the thirty-five-year period during which he served as prime minister is often called
Salazarism.
“J’ai pris goût à ce filme. Trop peut-être, car je n’ai pu dormir, ensuite. Ce matin-là,
je n’ai pu travailler comme d’habitude. […] Je vous prie donc de ne plus me pousser
à ce genre de distraction.” Garnier, Vacances avec Salazar, 97. In this quote, Garnier
does not refer explicitly to The May Revolution, merely mentioning “a Portuguese
film” (97). João Bénard da Costa tells the same story in an interview with Maria
do Carmo Piçarra, in which he identifies The May Revolution as the film that had
troubled Salazar. Bénard da Costa heard the story from António Lopes Ribeiro, who
told it to several other people. As a result, the case became known and interpreted
as symptomatic of the relationship between Salazar and cinema. According to
Bénard da Costa, Salazar told Ferro, when asked his opinion of the film: “I liked it
a lot, a lot. But the film troubled me a lot and at night I couldn’t sleep because I was
thinking about it. Don’t take me to see more of such things.” (“Gostei muito, muito.
Mas o filme perturbou-me muito e de noite não consegui dormir a pensar naquilo.
Não me leve mais a ver coisas daquelas.”) Salazar vai ao Cinema II, 130. I thank
Maria do Carmo Piçarra for referring me to the source of this episode.
Christine Garnier collected a series of her interviews with Salazar and with some of
his close associates, as well as her impressions about the statesman gathered during
two stays in Portugal, in the book Vacances avec Salazar, published in France in
1952.
The change in name from SPN to SNI resulted from the transformations that took
place in European politics toward the end of the Second World War, when the
word “propaganda” fell out of favor. The Secretariat of the State for Information
and Tourism (Secretaria de Estado da Informação e do Turismo, SEIT) replaced the
SNI in 1968. We will refer to these institutions by their respective acronyms. When
speaking of the actions of the regime’s propaganda services from the 1930s to the
1940s in general, we will use the abbreviation SPN/SNI.
After António Ferro, the SNI knew a number of directors, including José Manuel
da Costa, Eduardo Brazão, and César Moreira Baptista. The reason for António
Ferro’s removal from the SNI is unknown. Fernando Guedes mentions that the
most common explanation for his replacement refers to health issues. However,
the author questions this explanation and states that the reason is likely to have
been the change in the international political situation after the defeat of Fascism
in the Second World War (32). Heloísa Paulo points out that Ferro’s departure from
the SNI is frequently interpreted as a sign of the increasing distance separating
the institution from the values of the regime (98). In a speech given during the
inauguration of the exhibition “14 Years of Politics of the Spirit” (“14 Anos de
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Política do Espírito”) in 1948, Ferro himself lists some of the reasons why the
activities of the SPN/SNI could not have a broader reach, including lack of trust
in his policies and the misunderstanding with which some of his projects were
received (Política do Espírito, Apontamentos, 18–20).
“[…] só existe o que o público sabe que existe.” Salazar, “Propaganda Nacional,”
in Discursos (1928–1934), 259–68.
Salazar, “Fins e Necessidade,” in Discursos e Notas Políticas (1938–1943), 196–9, 210.
According to Salazar, the SPN/SNI is not an institution created to praise the
government, but rather to show facts and educate the Portuguese: “[…] the
Secretariat calls itself of national propaganda. Whoever understands well the
meaning of this will grasp that it is not an institution to praise the government
[…]; will realize that the Secretariat is not an instrument of the Government but
rather an instrument of governance in the highest meaning that the term may have.”
(“[…] o Secretariado denomina-se da propaganda nacional. Quem penetrar bem o
seu significado, entenderá que não se trata duma repartição de elogio governativo
[…]; compreenderá que o Secretariado não é um instrumento do Governo mas
um instrumento de governo no mais alto significado que a expressão pode ter.”)
“Propaganda Nacional,” in Discursos (1928–1934), 262.
In an article titled “Cinema and Dictatorships” (“O Cinema e as Ditaduras”) and
published in Cinéfilo magazine on 16 May 1936, J. Natividade Gaspar speaks to
this issue: “The Portuguese dictatorship also seems willing to address the question
of film with a focus that was absent in the preceding forms of government […].
We are therefore not far from recognizing the advantages of dictatorial regimes in
the field of cinema.” (“Em Portugal a ditadura parece também disposta a encarar a
causa cinematográfica com uma atenção ausente nas precedentes formas de governo
[...]. Não estamos pois longe de reconhecer as vantagens dos regimes ditatoriais
no campo do cinema.”) Cited in Morais, “Vinte Anos de Cinema,” in Estado Novo,
194. Cinema was already recognized both by totalitarian governments and by
democracies as an effective means of propaganda at least since the First World War:
“The cinema, by this time [1919], was manifestly the medium of the urban working
masses and it was recognised as inherent in the medium that it operated over the
way individuals perceived their own relationship to the world in which they live and
its capacity to envision different worlds.” (Pronay, “Introduction,” in Propaganda,
Politics and Film, 16.)
In Franco’s Spain, cinematographic propaganda also meant primarily documentary
films, especially after the creation of Noticiarios y Documentales Cinematográficos
(NO-DO) as part of the Vice-Secretariat of Popular Education in 1942. These
documentaries were the only ones that could be produced in Spain and were
screened in all movie theaters.
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10 For a detailed analysis of the Portuguese Journal, see Maria do Carmo Piçarra’s study
Salazar vai ao Cinema. O Jornal Português de Actualidades Filmadas.
11 In 1917, Ferro gave a talk tiled “The Great Tragic Actresses of the Silent Era” (“As
Grandes Trágicas do Silêncio”), later published as a book, and in 1931, he published
Hollywood, Capital das Imagens, a collection of essays about Hollywood and
cinema.
12 “que tão larga influência exerce na renovação da alma dos povos e na projecção do
seu carácter.” Ferro, Teatro e Cinema, 61.
13 See Jorge Ramos do Ó’s Os Anos de Ferro: O Dispositivo Cultural durante a “Política
do Espírito” 1933–1949. Ideologia, Instituições, Agentes e Prácticas for a description
of the areas of intervention and the mechanisms of the “Politics of the Spirit” as
developed by António Ferro.
14 “O cinema português, com efeito, tem, entre outras, duas grandes e nobres missões:
uma alta missão educativa dentro do País (no sentido estético e no sentido moral) e
uma difícil missão externa levando aos outros povos o conhecimento da nossa vida,
do nosso carácter e do grau da nossa civilização.” Ferro, Teatro e Cinema, 70–71.
15 Torgal, “Introdução,” in O Cinema sob o Olhar de Salazar, 34–5.
16 Pina, Documentarismo, 12.
17 The Portuguese film company Tobis Klang Film was founded in June 1932 and
António Ferro was selected as the head of the production committee. Its press
release reads: “What moves us, more than any consideration of an industrial or
commercial nature, is predominantly a patriotic thought: that of making possible
a national art that in many aspects and in many ways can and should have a broad
influence on the life and on the progress of the Nation.” (“Move-nos muito mais do
que quaisquer considerações de carácter industrial ou comercial um pensamento
eminentemente patriótico: o de tornar possível uma arte nacional que em muitos
aspectos e por muitos títulos pode e deve ter uma vasta influência na vida e no
progresso da Nação.”) Cited in Ribeiro, Filmes, Figuras, 292–3. João Bénard da
Costa indicates that Tobis’s creation was one of the results of a Commission created
in 1930 and formed by Leitão de Barros, Lopes Ribeiro, and Chianca de Garcia,
among others, to study the conditions for the creation of a studio for sound films
in Portugal. In the Commission’s final report from 1931, the filmmakers delineated
the foundations for the development of the domestic film industry and even
suggested the creation of a Film Archive. Bénard da Costa compares this report to
the one produced by the generation of the 1960s and turned in to the Gulbenkian
Foundation, a document that led to the creation of the Center for Portuguese
Cinema (Histórias, 49).
18 “[…] proteger, coordenar e estimular a produção do cinema nacional […] tendo
em atenção a sua função social e educativa, assim como os seus aspectos artístico
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e cultural.” The Law was complemented by Ordinance No. 37 369 and Decree No.
37 370, both from 11 April 1949, which specified the details of the National Cinema
Fund’s administration and financing (Ferro, Teatro e Cinema, 123–31).
The preamble of Ordinance No. 36 062, which preceded the already definitive Law
2 027, recognized “the importance of cinema in the life of modern nations, its
power of insinuation over people’s spirits, its influence as an educational medium,
its power as an instrument of popular culture.” (“a importância do cinema na vida
dos povos modernos, o seu poder de insinuação nos espíritos, a sua influência
como meio educativo, a sua força como instrumento de cultura popular”). Here,
cinema is seen as a fundamental tool for influencing public opinion.
“É natural que este critério nos leve a proteger em princípio e por princípio, certos
produtores e realizadores que se adaptem com mais compreensão ao nosso critério.”
Ferro, Teatro e Cinema, 70.
Ferro divides national cinematographic production into regional or folkloric
films, historical films, crime films, films adapted from novels or plays, comedies,
documentaries, films of a poetic nature, and films about daily life (Teatro e Cinema,
63–6). He points to Manuel de Oliveira’s Aniki-Bobó as an example of a film of a
poetic nature. Films about daily life were “[…] stories told naturally, as one writes
well or paints well, without worrying about the great moments, but on the contrary
made with everyday nothings […].” (“ […] histórias contadas naturalmente, como
se escreve bem ou se pinta bem, sem a preocupação dos grandes momentos, mas
feitos pelo contrário, com os nadas de todos os dias […].”) Teatro e Cinema, 66.
“o que ainda há de atrasado, de grosseiro na vida das nossas ruas.” Ferro, Teatro e
Cinema, 67–9.
“mau-gosto”; “soluções fáceis”; “saudável”. Ferro, Teatro e Cinema, 65–6.
Ferro, Teatro e Cinema, 82.
In addition to the decline in domestic film production in the early 1950s, in
1956 experimental television emissions began at the Feira Popular. The growing
popularity of television throughout the 1960s led to efforts to adapt cinema to this
new reality (Cinema Português, 9).
Azevedo, Perspectiva do Cinema Português, 41–2.
“a produção cinematográfica foi partida em duas; uma que recorrerá ao fundo,
orientada e fiscalizada pelo SNI; outra, sem nenhuma defesa nem possibilidades,
independente mas condenada.” Azevedo, Perspectiva do Cinema Português, 39.
Azevedo’s article is an editorial published on 1 February 1947 in response to
Ordinance No. 36 062 of January 1947, which would give way to Law 2 027 of 1948.
For a list of the SNI/SEIT’s cinematic awards, see the website Novo
Cinema Português (1949–80): http://ncinport.wordpress.com/2007/07/16/
premios-de-cinema-premios-sni-1944-1953/
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29 “As intenções amplamente construtivas dos nosso prémios são, portanto, facilmente
compreensíveis. Para não serem classificadas como um problema de quebracabeças, bastará lembrarem-se os concorrentes de que o S.P.N. é um órgão da
Presidência do Conselho e que o presidente do Conselho é Salazar. Quem não
concordar com tais princípios—e com toda a acção que deles deriva—só tem um
caminho a seguir: não concorrer aos nossos prémios.” Ferro, Política do Espírito e os
Prémios, 18–19.
30 Note that in some years, the SNI/SEIT prizes were not awarded, while in other years
they were only awarded in certain categories.
31 The historical period that began at the start of the twentieth century has been
called the “age of propaganda” (Pratkanis and Aronson, Age of Propaganda), and
studies about propaganda abound, particularly after the 1930s. This phenomenon
has been analyzed from a variety of perspectives, namely historical, sociological,
and political—the academic disciplines that studied this topic the most—but also,
more recently, from a psychological (Pratkanis and Aronson, Age of Propaganda),
communicative (Jowett and O’Donnell, Propaganda and Persuasion), and
philosophical (Cunningham, Idea of Propaganda) point of view.
32 Jowett and O’Donnell, Propaganda and Persuasion, 7.
33 The Congregation, whose objective was to “propagate” Catholicism, was preceded
by a commission of Cardinals of the same name, created approximately forty years
earlier by Pope Gregory XIII. In 1627, Pope Urban VIII established a seminary to
educate the young “propagandists,” the name attributed to the school’s students
who worked for the Congregation (Jackall, “Introduction,” Propaganda, 1). The
term “propaganda” soon started to be used in colloquial language to designate
the Congregation and was employed during the following centuries to describe
evangelization activities. This situation began to change throughout the nineteenth
century. The term acquired the meaning that we attribute to it today during the
First World War, when several countries involved in the conflict created propaganda
mechanisms to ensure their populations’ support of the war effort (Reeves, Power of
Film Propaganda, 11).
34 “O Cinema Salazarista,” in História de Portugal, 387.
35 The quote continues: “The works that most reflect the official ideology […] date
back to his [António Ferro’s] time but […] these were never the dominant products
and it would be brash to see the expression of this ideology in those that were.”
(“Não encontramos no regime salazarista [...] uma política cultural monolítica que
permita rever a arte desse período como o reflexo de um aparelho de propaganda.
[...] Se datam do seu ‘consulado’ [de António Ferro] [...] as obras que mais reflectem
a ideologia oficial [...] nunca foram esses os produtos dominantes e é ousado ver
nos que o foram a expressão dessa ideologia.”) Costa, Histórias, 37.
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36 “regime político e social.” The General Inspection of Entertainment was created by
the same Ordinance that instituted the “Law of the 100 meters”: Decree No. 13 564
from 6 May 1927.
37 Decree No. 13 564 prohibited the exhibition of films with scenes that contained
mistreatment of women, human and animal torture, nudity, lewd dancing,
surgeries, executions, brothels, murders, thefts that included tampering with or
violation of the home from which the public could assess the means to commit the
crime, and the glorification of crime through billboards or photography. In general,
the films were not to be “pernicious to the education of the masses” (“perniciosas
para a educação do povo”), incite them to crime, or be “detrimental to morality or
the existing sociopolitical regime” (“atentatórias da moral e do regime político e
social vigorantes”).
38 “importância política e social.” Decree No. 17 046-A
39 For detailed information about censorship in the New State, see Cândido de
Azevedo’s A Censura de Salazar e Marcelo Caetano. About censorship specifically
within the context of cinema, see Lauro António’s study, Cinema e Censura em
Portugal.
40 See António, Cinema e Censura, 73–179.
41 Costa, Breve História, 109–10.
42 “ideologia indirecta ou contextual—no que respeita à temática [...], ao ambiente
[...], à moral social […].” Torgal, “Propaganda, Ideologia e Cinema,” in O Cinema
sob o Olhar de Salazar, 71. In another essay, when faced with the question of
whether New State cinema was an “official cinema” or an “integrated cinema,”
Torgal responds: “Either way, the truth is that cinema during the New State tried to
become part of the regime’s basic or contextual ideology or, at the very least, did not
wish to deny it.” (“Seja como for, o certo é que o cinema no Estado Novo procurou
integrar-se numa ideologia básica ou contextual de regime ou, pelo menos, desejou
não a negar.”) Torgal, Estados Novos, vol. 2, 214.
43 “Pelo que fez, pelo que mandou fazer e pelo que não deixou que se fizesse todo o
cinema sonoro português até muito depois de 1974 se confronta com o Salazarismo.”
Ramos, “Cinema Salazarista,” in História de Portugal, 387.
44 “mesmo o cinema que melhor veicula o ideário do regime (já que o que procura
combater [sic] é quase inexistente) não o faz […] de um modo inflamado e directo
[…].” Torgal, “Propaganda, Ideologia e Cinema,” in O Cinema sob o Olhar de
Salazar, 387–8.
45 Kracauer, From Caligari to Hitler, 275.
46 In the Portuguese context, Armindo José Baptista de Morais adopts a similar
position: “For us, the possibility of identifying the terroristic violence of fascist
discourse within the filmic document proper turns it into an essay about fascism
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itself. The direct exercise of this violence, reproduced in a mystified language for
the masses, instrumentalizing the syntactic and morphological code of cinema,
makes the work produced a fascist one. […] Collective daydreams, societies’ daily
mythology, these are social products, and before considering their influence and
their effects we have to think that they themselves are effects, that they themselves
are influenced.” (“Para nós, a possibilidade de definir a violência terrorista do
discurso fascista no próprio documento fílmico faz dele um ensaio sobre o próprio
fascismo. O exercício directo dessa violência, reproduzido numa linguagem
mistificadora sobre as massas, instrumentalizando o código sintáctico e morfológico
do cinema, faz da obra produzida uma obra fascista. […] Sonhos acordados
colectivos, mitologia quotidiana das sociedades, eles são produtos sociais, e antes
de se considerar a sua influência e os seus efeitos temos de pensar que eles próprios
são efeitos, que eles próprios são influenciados.”) “Vinte Anos de Cinema,” in Estado
Novo, 190.
Rui Ramos states in his História de Portugal that, early on in the New State, Salazar
was forced to seek support from distinct sectors of Portuguese society in order to
consolidate his power (634–8).
Ferro, Cinema and History, 30.
Refer to the statistics presented to this regard by Manuel de Azevedo (Perspectiva
do Cinema Português, 92), given for 1949–50, and by Eduardo Geada (Imperialismo,
190) concerning the period between 1961 and 1975. O Cinema Português e os seus
Públicos, edited by Manuel José Damásio, presents detailed information about the
public of Portuguese cinema but it focuses on a more recent period.
A sign of revival of Portuguese cinema after the late 1920s was the boom in
newspapers dedicated to film, like Avelino de Almeida’s Cinéfilo (first series
1928–39), Chianca de Garcia’s Imagem (1928–32), and Lopes Ribeiro’s Kino
(1930–1) (Costa, Histórias, 46). On the other hand, the number of movie theaters
increased exponentially in this period, although they screened primarily foreign
films.
In Song of Lisbon we find a brief political reference: Vasco (Vasco Santana) hides
behind a coat with a sign that reads “Estado Novo” (“as new”, but literally “new
state”), in a clear reference to Salazar’s government. Also in The Courtyard of
Ballads (O Pátio das Cantigas; Francisco Ribeiro, 1942), released during the Second
World War, there is a simulation of a bombing with the explosion of fireworks,
and Narciso (Vasco Santana) hides with a group of children in a protected space
where the inscription “barca Salazar” (“Salazar’s boat”) can be read. However, such
references are rare, and even if the former could be interpreted as a veiled criticism
of the regime, the latter is certainly understood as a praise of Salazar, who had
avoided Portugal’s entry into the War.
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52 Jorge Leitão Ramos mentions an increase in mendicancy, growing infant mortality,
low salaries, and prostitution as some of the social problems omitted from the
comedies (“Cinema Salazarista,” in História de Portugal, 389–90). Alves Costa states
that apolitical cinema would function within the politics of the regime, aiming “to
show the image and the ways that they would have us believe to be those of this
good nation—poor but happy, sentimental and impulsive, with eight centuries of
history and an empire (to be respected), resigned to and happy with its simplicity,
its daily ration of birdseed, bullfighting, fado, and the sun over the Tagus.”
(“espelhar a imagem e os modos que se pretende fazer crer que são os deste bom
povo—pobrete mas alegrete, sentimental e marialva, com oito séculos de história
e um império (a respeitar), conformado e feliz com a sua simplicidade, a sua ração
diária de alpista, a festa brava, o fado e o sol sobre o Tejo.”) Breve História, 82–3.

